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House and Sports Team Rape Only

Getting Worse

 

As Frat Houses and Sports Team's see that rape and abuse
leads to only a minor slap on the hand, or a faculty-organized
cover-up, the rape-culture trend has been rising.

Is it time to close down all of the Fraternity houses and make
coaches legally liable for the acts of their teams?

Rich family elites want to push the message that “there is no
campus rape crisis” because they did it, their parents did it
and their kids are doing it now because they are “privileged”.
Campus rape and privileged elitism is what rich families get
to have.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOOTBALL CAUSES RAPE. COACHES TEACH RAPE. FRAT HOUSES DATE-
RAPE. EVERY 8 MINUTES, A SPORTS TEAM MEMBER RAPES A
GIRL!!!!!!!! ENACT THESE LAWS! EVERY DAY OVER 70 GIRLS ARE
RAPED IN MILITARY GROUPS.

Some of the hundreds of thousands of cases: Stanford

University traffics young women from sorority houses to Frat

houses and sports houses via mini buses which acquire packs of

women, at night, from sorority houses under threat of loss of

"popularity", threat of loss of "prestige" or threat of being



ostracized and other peer pressure. Stanford recruiters select

some women, with low test scores, as "bait" to be used to

attract "Athletes" from rich families so that Stanford can get the

money from those rich families. The "bait women" are chosen

for their looks and figures rather than their academic potential.

The mini bus trafficking has been documented in the movie: The

Social Network and other media. The men at the sports frat

house are trained by the seniors in spiking drinks with "roofies",

ultra-high alchohol content tequila and other intoxicants. Each

frat house has a special basement, attic or bedroom designated

for rape with a special door knob flag to show when it is being

used. In Steubenville, Ohio, Two 16-year-old members of the

town's high school football team are charged with raping a girl

in August and making a mocking video of it. Special prosecutors

from the state attorney general's office allege the teens sexually

assaulted the girl while she was unconscious. The boys laughed

that she was dead in the video and treated the knocked out girl

like a piece of trash. Across the United States, tens of

thousands of lawsuits have been filed by boys and girls raped by

their school sports teams or officials. In almost every single

case, the administrative officials created a cover-up and delayed

action on the charges. Rather than make a huge list on this

page just do this: 1. Go to http://www.google.com 2. In the

search window enter: "Sports team rape" 3. Read what comes

up. You will be horrified how standardized the rape of the

innocent is among sports teams.

I know a lot of people get really defensive when athletics are

brought into the discussion. Remember that athletics is not the



problem - but cultures that glorifies athletes more than

anything else. A common statistic is the increase in domestic

assaults and rapes during the Super Bowl. What athletes do

reflects on our society - and influences others. By the way, what

is this "No Fear" garbage? Personally I love fear - it reminds

us of mortality and tempers our actions from dangerous

extremes. -- Aaron     OUT OF BOUNDS: THE

TRUTH ABOUT ATHLETES AND

RAPE  BY JILL NEIMARK Meg Davis was gang raped in the

spring of her freshman year by seven members of

the university's football team - guys she used to hang out with

at fraternity parties. "I knew the guys I 'buddied' with

sometimes had group sex, and that they even hid in a closet

and took pictures of the event," she says now, "but I never

thought it would happen to me." She was sexually assaulted for

nearly three hours. She blacked out as she was being

sodomized, and came to later with a quarterback's penis in her

mouth. When she tried to push him off, he shouted, "Hey, what

are you doing? I haven't come yet!" Back at the dorm that

night, she says, "I took shower after shower. I stayed in until

there was no hot water left. I felt so dirty. Even so, I didn't call

what happened to me rape. These were guys I knew. It wasn't

until I went to a woman's center in town that someone

explained I'd been gang-raped." Men have been raping in gangs

for centuries, from Russian solders in Germany and American

solders in My Lai, to the infamous gang of boys "wilding" in New

York's Central Park two years ago. When we think of group

rape, it is exactly those packs of men who come to mind. But



these days a disproportionate number of gang rapes are being

committed by men whom we look to as our heroes, whom we

laud and look up to for their grace and power and seeming

nobility: young male athletes. Psychologist Chris O'Sullivan,

Ph.D., of Buckness University in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, 

studied 26 alleged gang rapes that were documented between

1980 and 1990, and found that fraternity groups committed the

highest number, followed by athletic teams. In addition, she

found that "the athletes who do this are usually on a star team,

not just any old team. It was the football team at Oklahoma,

the basketball team at Minnesota, the lacrosse team at St.

John's. It seems to be our most privileged athletes - the ones,

by the way, most sought after by women - who are often

involved in gang rape.   From June 1989 to June 1990, at least

15 alleged gang rapes involving about 50 athletes were

reported. Among the most publicized cases: At Berkeley, a

freshman claimed she was raped and sodomized in a dark

stairwell, among shards of a shattered light bulb, and then

dragged by her assaulted - a member of the football team - to

his room, where three teammates joined him. In Glen

Ridge, New Jersey, four high-school athletes - all of them

former football teammates - have been charged with wielding a

small baseball bad and a broomstick to rape a 17-year-old

slightly retarded girl. In Washington, D.C., a 17-year-old

girl maintained, four members of the Washington Capitals

hockey team assaulted her  after the team was eliminated at

the Stanley Cup play-offs (but none were  indicted by a grand

jury); and at St. John's University in New York, five members of

the lacrosse team (plus one member of the rifle club) were



accused of raping a student. In spite of surging publicity about

the phenomenon, athletes accused of rape usually escape with

little more than a reprimand. Virtually every athlete accused of

participating in a gang rape insists that it was not rape: He says

the victim wanted group sex. She asked for it. Juries and judges

seem to agree, for charges are often dropped. Pressing charges

is crucial for rape victims' recovery. "A guy gets suspended for

half a season and then he's back," notes Ed Gondolf, Ed.D., a

sociologist at the Indiana University of Pennsylvania and author

of Man Against Woman: What Every Woman Should Know About

Violent Men (Tab Books, 1989). In the occasional gang rape

cases that proceed to prosecution, notes Claire Wals, Ph.D.,

director of Campus and Community Consultation, and

organization in St. Augustine, Florida, that specialized

in presenting rape-prevention workshops across the country,

"convictions are very difficult and rare."  "This act is so

heinous," explains Dr. Walsh, "that we don't want to admit we

have this kind of brutality in our culture. We don't want to

believe our athletes are capable of this. So we immediately

rename it, call it group sex, and perform a character

assassination on the victim. It's her fault - no matter what

the circumstances." What professionals involved in studying

gang rape are beginning to understand is that there seems to

be something very specific about the gloriously physical,

sometimes brutal camaraderie of team sports that can set the

stage for brutal act. One clue to the trigger for such an act may

lie in the dynamics of the team experience itself: You don't find

gang rape among tennis players or swimmers or those who

participate in other solo sports. According to Bernice Sandler,



Ph.D., director of the Project on the Status and Education of

Women at the Association of American Colleges, it is athletes on

football, basketball and hockey teams who are most prone to

group rape. Athletes who work and play together - hours each

day, for months and years - become profoundly bonded. I

remember my first, and only, outsider's taste of this bond: I

was the sole woman attending a stag party for former rowers

on the Yale crew team. I was the play waitress. The men wore

nothing but loincloths. They were told to gulp down as many

shots of whiskey as they could when they walked in the door.

Then they slathered one another with mud and beer and spent

much of the evening wrestling with a kind of wild, erotic joy.

These guys never once talked about women. I went home

shaken but, I admit, also envious. I knew I would never

experience that raw, physical abandon with my own sex.

One rape victim recalls a similar experience. The group of

athletes and fraternity brothers who later raped her, she said,

used to dance a tribal dance in a darkened room, finally

collapsing on one another in a heap. The "circle" dance, as it

was called, was ecstatic and violent. "They'd be jumping up and

pounding the ceiling and singing a song that began, 'When I'm

old and turning gray, I'll  only gang-bang once a day.'" Most

psychologists believe that powerful male bonding is the essence

of gang rape - that, in fact, the men are raping for one another.

Peggy R. Sanday, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania

anthropologist and author of Fraternity Gang Rape (NYU Press,

1990) explains: "They get a high off doing it with their

'brothers.'" The male bonding in these groups is so powerful

and seductive that,  says Dr. Walsh "one man leads and the



others follow because they cannot break the male bonds."

Those men present who don't rape often watch - sometimes

even videotaping the event. And, explains Gail Abarbanel,

L.C.S.W., director of the Rape Treatment Center at Santa Monica

Hospital in California, "There has never been a single case, in all

the gang rapes we've seen, where one man tried to stop it."

Even the voyeur with a stab of guilt never reports his friends. 

"That's the crux of group rape," explains Abarbanel. "It's more

important to be part of the group that to be the person who

does what's right." But there is more to team gang rape than

male bonding. These athletes see the world in a special way - a

way that actually legitimizes rape. They develop a

powerful subculture founded on aggression, privilege and the

scapegoating of women. Friendship is expressed though hostile

teasing one player calls "busting." And, according to Dr.

O'Sullivan, "Sports fosters this supermasculine attitude

where you connect aggression with sexuality. These men see

themselves as more aggressive. I talked to one pro-basketball

player who says that for years he raped women and didn't know

it. Sex was only satisfying if it was a conquest." According to Dr.

Gondolf, who was also a football player, "For some athletes

there's an aggression, a competition, that's heightened in team

sports. You come off the field and your adrenaline is still

flowing, you're still revved up, and some of these guys may

expect to take what they want by force, just like they do on

the field." Dr. Gondolf says that he recalls certain movements

from his team as a player, "where the whole team was moving

as one, where we became part of a collective whole, rather than

individuals." Within that collective whole, according to experts



and some athletes themselves, one way the men can

demonstrate their power is by scapegoating women." There was

a lot of classic machismo talk," recalls Tommy (names have

been changed), now 24, who played on the football team at

Lafayette College in Pennsylvania. "The talk was very sexist,

even threatening. I recall some guys sharing that they

were really drunk as a big excuse for having sex with a girl

everyone thought was a dog. The guy would say, 'I had my beer

goggles on." He'd act like he was embarrassed, but the fact was

he did have sex, so it was a bragging kind of confession."

The pressure to score is powerful. Months after one gang rape

had taken place, one of the men who had participated in it was

still uneasily lamenting his impotence that night. Dr. Gondolf

recalls how some men tended to talk about scoring on and off

the field as if they were the same thing: "Abuse of women

became the norm - not necessarily out of meanness, but

because we saw the person as an opponent, an object to be

maneuvered. Because the camaraderie among us was so

important, we never questioned or challenged one another

when these things came up. I remember hearing about forced

sex, group sex, naked showers with women, and the  tendency

was to shrug your shoulders or chuckle. The locker-room

subcultures fed on itself." And when the adrenaline rush of the

field does get translated to a sexual assault,  Dr. Gondolf

theorizes, " a high definitely takes over during the rape, and

it has a neutralizing effect. There is enough momentum present

that it negates any guilt, fear or doubt. The man thinks to

himself, "Oh, we're just having a good time, nobody's gonna get

hurt.' It's the same rationalization men use when they beat or



abuse their wives: 'She had it coming, she asked for it, she

didn't get hurt that bad, I was drunk, it wasn't my fault.'"

What is perhaps most difficult to comprehend about gang rape

is that the men involved don't feel guilty; they don't see this act

of group violence as rape. May Koss, Ph.D.,a University of

Arizona psychologist, studies over 6,000 students at 32

universities and found that 1 of 12 college males admits to acts

legally defines as rape ar attempted rape, and yet only 1 out of

100 admits they have raped or attempted rape. "Of the one

hundred thirty-one men who had committed what we would

legally define as rape," says Dr. Koss, "eighty-four

percent argued that what they did was definitely not rape."

In many of the team-gang-rape cases around the county, the

athletes involved readily, almost eagerly, admitted they'd had

sex with the victim. In fact, they seemed to offer up their

confessions as juicy tidbits. One witness in a case against

members of the Kentucky State football team, in which all the

men were  found not guilty, testified that guys had lined up in

the hall holding their crotches and saying, "Me next." And in an

Oklahoma case, a player testified that he saw three former

teammates - who were also subsequently acquitted - take turns

having sex with a screaming girl, saying, "If we have to, we're

going to take some from her." In many of the cases the athletes

described how they viewed their victim as different from other

women: cheap, a slut, a whore. Many quoted the old cliché,

"When she says no, she really means yes." Usually they'd

heard she was "easy" - sometimes because a teammate had

already slept with her. At Kentucky, teammate testified that he'd

had oral sex with the victim three days before the alleged rape.



"Any woman who would do that would do anything." he'd said.

In fact, according to Dr. O'Sullivan, "Some of these guys are

really sweet. They can be very nice to other women in their

lives. But one a woman is in this category, it's almost as if she

isn't a human being. All their beliefs say it's okay to abuse her."

I found the same disturbing paradox when I interviewed

athletes. When confronted with the abstract idea of rape, these

men use words like "shattering, disgusting, immoral." (Jay, 25,

a former football player at the University of Rochester, said, "I'll

tell you something, I'd never even dream of doing anything like

that, it makes me sick to my stomach." But if they personally

know of a case involving their teammates, they're curiously

lenient and forgiving. A former starting quarterback at Lafayette

College recalled rumors of a gang rape by his teammates on

campus. "From what I understand she came on to one of

the guys. Not that this justifies it, but she did like one of the

guys who allegedly raped her, and she was willing to come up to

the room with him" Even when I interviewed an old friend of

mine, formerly on an Ivy League tack team, he mentioned

offhandedly that some members of his team had shared a girl

with a baseball team in Alabama, which "offered" her to the

visitors. My friend never questioned where it might have been

rape: He assumed the girl was willing. One possible reason for

the astounding lack of guilt among athletes who rape is

the special privilege accorded a star athlete - and the constant

female adoration he attracts. "The 'hotshot syndrome' is

inevitably part of team sports," says Dr. Gondolf. "If you're an

athlete in college, you're given scholarships, a nice dorm,

doctors, trainers, a lot of support and attention and fans



and cheerleaders who ogle you. That sense of privilege

influences you, and some guys may then think. 'I deserve

something for this. I can take women, the rules don't  apply to

me.' They feel they're above the law."  "I  used to have girls call

me up," says former quarterback Jay, "and say, 'I go to  football

games and watch you, I look at your picture in the program, I'm

writing a paper on you.' I happened all the time. You get this

attitude where you can do anything you want and nobody is

ever going to say anything to you."

Coaches  and universities contribute to the athlete's unique

sense of entitlement. As Dr. Walsh notes, "When we're talking

about athletic teams and gang rape, we see how,  time after

time, the entire community comes to the support of the team.

Athletes  are very important in the fabric of a campus or town.

They keep alumni  interested, and produce money for the

community." New  studies are showing that there is no such



thing as a typical rape victim. Many  women who are raped in

college are virgins, according to Mary Koss's study - and the

vast majority (75 to 91 percent) of rape victims cannot be

differentiated from nonvictims in terms of risk factors like

personality or circumstance. Women are often raped in the

"honeymoon" period, however: those first few months of school

when they're learning to negotiate their new world. And

drinking is almost always involved; in fact, states Dr. Walsh,

"alcohol is used deliberately to impair the woman." At parties,

punch is massively spiked with liquor - to the point where some

rape victims complain that they had only two drinks before

they passed out drunk. One victim at San Diego State

University recalls asking for a  nonalcoholic beverage. Instead

she was brought punch spiked with Everclear, a  95-percent-

alcohol drink that is illegal in California. But if outside observers

have difficulty finding common attributes among victims

of team rape, it seems clear that the men themselves have an

unspoken code that divides women into classes - the nice-girl

girlfriend and the party-girl rape victim. The scare part is that

the cues are so hidden most women are completely unaware of

them - and the rules may be different among different teams, 

different campuses, different locker rooms. Athletes will

sometime let drop a few clues: Usually a woman is more

vulnerable if she's had sex with one of the group before; if she's

buxom, wears tight clothes and lots of makeup; if she's from a

college that has a certain reputation. One fraternity actually

stuck colored dots on women's hands as they came to a party,

color-coded to indicate how "easy" each woman was. It's that

kind of hidden code that has more and more colleges warning



young women to say away altogether from the fraternity

and house parties where athletes and their buddies gather - just

as one must avoid dark alleys at night. Dr. Gondolf explains:

"Athletes are so tangled up in their glory and their privilege,

and they get such big benefits for it. We need women to prompt

them to check up on one another." But that is only half the 

answer. In the case of gang rape, almost all college women are

so devastated they drop out of school. "These are overwhelming

rapes, and the trauma is profound," explains Abarbanel. "A lot

of these women are freshmen who are just beginning to test 

their independence. They have hopes and drams about college

and achievement, meeting new people, a career, a future. After

gang rape, everything that college means is lost to them.

They're afraid to be alone, afraid of a recurrence. And  since

these are often men they know, the sense of betrayal is very

profound." In some cases, says Dr. Sanday, a woman may have

subconsciously been courting danger. She knows she should

avoid certain parties, be careful about her drinking, come and

leave with friends. But she's looking for power, on male

territory. "We all, at certain times in our life, test ourselves. It's

like going into the inner city on a dare. These women are using

the men that way. They want to court and conquer danger. And

legally and morally, they have a right to go and have sex with

whomever they want, without being gang raped."



 One  of the most important ways

to prevent rape may be to understand what the word means.

Many men and women don't know that the law requires that a

woman give consent to sexual intercourse. If she's so inebriated

that she can't say  yes, or so frightened that she won't say no,

the act is rape.  But  just knowing that distinction is not quite

enough; the seeds of team gang rape are buried deep, even

subconsciously, in the athletic culture. Dr. O'Sullivan tells of an

incident outside the courtroom of the Kentucky State football-

team trial. According to her, "We were all standing by the candy

machine, and some guy mentioned that it was broken. And Big

Will, a huge man who had charmed everybody, and who was

testifying in behalf of his dormmate, said, 'I'll make it work.

Everybody always does what I want.' And everybody laughed. I

couldn't believe it. This is exactly the kind of attitude that can

lead to the rape." The perception that force is "okay," that it is

masculine and admirable, is really where gang rape begins -

and where the fight against it will have to start.  For  more

information on gang rape, contact MOSST (Multiple Offender

Survivor Survey and Treatment), headed by Claire Walsh, at

904-471 0283, or write to the Women's Counseling Service,

2306, Southwest 13th street, Suite 9, Gainesville, FL 32601. All

requests for information will be kept confidential.
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The Solutions That Work:
1. Shut down high school and college sports. Cut their funding

off. 2. Allow no girls near sports players without a chaperone. 3.

Enact laws in your state that the Coach of any sports team

accused of rape by even one member will automatically go to

jail for a minimum of two years. 4. Enact laws in your state that

the parents of a boy who engages in rape will go to jail for a

minimum of one year.

 

http://serendip.brynmawr.edu/exchange/node/11608
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------------

Opinion: Teach young men to treat women with respect Punish

the parents even more: Opinion: Why don't some boys see it

as rape? 'CHANGE THE LAW: Arcane' 1872 California law cited

in overturning rape conviction Opinion: End culture of rape

in 2013

If you are a parent and you have a cute daughter you are

sending to college, expect her to have at least 4 rape, date-

rape, forced intoxication attempts during her term at college.

Often there will be many more. She will never confess these

situations to you and she will damaged for life because of them.

You, as a parent, have the money that the college needs to

survive, join with other parents and demand that all organized

male sports programs be shut down or you will cut off their

funding. High schools and colleges use sports teams to get

money from parents with meathead kids who won't study but

who will beat on people in competition events. Parents with

money and meathead kids will pay anything to get the ego rush

of having the kid be good at something. Each is using the other

for unethical means.

 

Links to help with Rape Issues: Prevent Rape -

JustYellFire.com  www.justyellfire.com/We're Teaching

Girls To Fight Back Against Predators And Date Rape

CALL "911" Write a letter on Facebook or Twitter

and expose it. Publish a report about it in your

http://www.cnn.com/2013/01/04/opinion/sanday-ohio-rape/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2013/01/04/justice/california-1872-rape-law/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2013/01/01/opinion/wolfe-end-rape-in-2013/index.html
http://www.justyellfire.com/


local paper. Say it out-loud at sports events,

church meetings, PTA's and Street Fairs, put a

table or booth up at these events and make it

public. Organize a march outside sports arena's

and sports fields. Wear T-Shirts in groups at Malls.

Do something. Do not be quiet.

 



 
Campusrape is the rape of a student attending an institute of higher
learning, such as a college or university, though not all reported
incidents of students being raped occur on campus property.
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College Campuses and Rape - Crisis Connection Inc.

"1 in 4 women in college today has been the victim of rape, and
nearly 90% of them knew their rapist." I Never Called It Rape, Robin
Warshaw

https://icons.duckduckgo.com/ip2/www.crisisconnectioni
nc.org.ico
crisisconnectioninc.org/sexualassault/college_campuses_and_rap
e.htm
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A Rape on Campus - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

"A Rape on Campus" is an article by Sabrina Erdely published in the
December 2014 issue of Rolling Stone which has since been
debunked and retracted by the publisher.
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Campus Rape May Be 'Worse Than We Thought,'
Study Shows

Nearly one in five college women were victims of rape or attempted
rape during their freshmen year, with the most falling prey during
their first three months on campus, according to a new study. T
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End Rape on Campus

End Rape on Campus (EROC) is a survivor advocacy organization
dedicated to ending sexual violence through survivor support, public
education, and policy and legislative reform.
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Campus Rape

© CampusRape 2015. Opinions expressed on this site are solely the
responsibility of the author. This site does not offer legal advice, if
you need legal assistance, contact an attorney.
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Dear media, it's your fault if you think young
feminists only ...

First, a confession: There are many terrible things happening in the
world, of which campusrape isn't the worst. We should think
critically about whose experiences and needs our politicians, press,
and public at large prioritize, and about whose we ignore.
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Stopping Campus Rape - NYTimes.com

IN the debate over sexual violence on college campuses, two things
are reasonably clear. First, campusrape is a grave, persistent
problem, shadowing rowdy state schools and cozy liberal-arts
campuses alike.
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University of Virginia Officials Vow to Combat
Campus Rape ...

The board that oversees the University of Virginia said it would come
up with recommendations in response to allegations in Rolling Stone
magazine of a gang rape.
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Yale Law Students: Professor's Campus Rape Op-Ed
Gets It Wrong

More than 75 students at Yale Law School have signed an open letter
pushing back on a recent New York Times column about
campusrape written by one of their professors.
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Campus rapes : NPR

U.S. Report Shreds 'Rolling Stone' Rape Story, But Many On Campus
Have Moved On WVTF. April 6, 2015 • A review of a story about an
alleged rape is the latest in a long saga for the U. of Virginia.
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Confronting Campus Rape | Rolling Stone

April 4th, 2004, is a date Laura Dunn has never forgotten. That was
the day the Midwestern preacher's daughter who didn't believe in
sex before marriage says she lost her virginity to not one but two
University of Wisconsin-Madison athletes. Dunn was a freshman
member of the crew team, attending a
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A Rape on Campus - Rolling Stone

The Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism report
investigating the failures of Rolling Stone's UVA rape story has
arrived.
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Campus Sexual Violence Resource List | National
Sexual ...

Campus Sexual Violence Resource List ..... • • • . .. . • . • ... .... Language
Undefined Language. English; Español; SAAM Happenings. Follow Us.
NSVRC Home. Request ...
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College rape: Campus sexual assault is a serious
problem. But ...

Sexual assault on campus is a serious problem. But efforts to protect
women from a putative epidemic of violence have led to misguided
policies that infringe on the civil rights of men.
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Rape Crisis on Missoula Campus - TIME.com

The college town of Missoula, Montana, saw at least 80 reported
rapes over three years, earning it the name "America's Rape Capital."
But the nickname has it wrong. Missoula isn't special; it is fairly
average Practically overnight, Missoula went from being the home of
one of the nation's
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campus sexual assault: why don't victims go to the
police?

Senator Claire McCaskill hosts a round table to address how and
when law enforcement should be brought into campus sexual
assault cases
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Acquaintance Rape of College Students - Center for
Problem ...

Jeanne Cleary's rape and murder on a college campus brought to
light some of the inadequacies both in knowledge of the problem
and in college reporting of crime. Stranger rape of college students
is less common than acquaintance rape.
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Campus Rape Reports Are Up, And Assaults Aren't
The Only ...

Data from the Department of Education show an increase in sexual
assault reports, but college officials say new federal guidelines are
helping more students come forward.
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Campus rape | MetaFilter

This broke my heart. Deplorable, disgusting, hypocritical
("community of trust" my ass), and one of the most egregious
"campus fails its sexual assault victims" articles I've ever read (how
sad there are enough to be a category).
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Is Columbia Failing Campus Rape Victims? - The
Daily Beast

Is Columbia Failing CampusRape Victims? ... They carried mattresses
in solidarity with Columbia senior Emma Sulkowicz, who has been
lugging one around campus since the beginning of the semester. It's
a symbol, she says, ...
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Every college parent's fear: Campus rape | Fox News

Like millions of Americans, I recently dropped my daughter off to
college for her freshman year. She was brimming with excitement
and hope. I was troubled with gnawing apprehension, if not fear.
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Time for young feminists to look beyond the mattress
and ...

Time for young feminists to look beyond the mattress and
campusrape. Commentary; Opinion; Feminism; Boko Haram;
Columbia University; University of Virginia; ... We learned about high-
profile rape cases at Vanderbilt and the University of Montana, ...
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Sexual Assault Statistics - Campus Safety

Here are some important sexual assault statistics that can help your
institution make informed decisions when developing policies to
protect your campus community.
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Preventing campus rapes: Our view - USA TODAY

Preventing campusrapes: Our view. An obvious advice for both men
and women is often omitted: Binge drinking can be risky.
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The Revolution Against Campus Sexual Assault --
The Cut

Emma Sulkowicz, who will not put her mattress down until her
alleged rapist is expelled, is its new public face. ... was crafting a
strong campus-rape bill, asking for more protection for students and
higher penalties for colleges, slated to come to the floor in late 2014
or 2015. For certain ...
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Why the Campus Rape Crisis Confounds Colleges |
The Nation

During her freshman year at Occidental College in Los Angeles in
2010, Audrey Logan says, she was raped on two separate occasions
by a young man she considered a friend.
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The Columbia Student Who Protested Her On-
Campus Rape Carried ...

Emma Sulkowicz may not have received the justice she was looking
for after her on-campusrape, but today she certainly took her
protest to the next level.
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LA Times Columnist: Campus rape victims need to
stop focusing ...

Newspaper opinion sections are full of half-baked arguments and
tepid hot-takes on last week's news, but Meghan Daum's column in
the Los Angeles Times this week "Time for young feminists to look
beyond the mattress and campusrape" is particularly obnoxious.
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campus rape panel | rights of accused | due process

Some on CampusRape Panel Think Students Accused of Rape Have
too Many Rights. Students accused of rape have too many rights, say
some at campusrape panel.
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End the excuses: an academic's views on campus
rape.

Campusrape is an epidemic in America. Former President Jimmy
Carter, who teaches at Emory University, recently spoke out about it.
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"The Newsroom" 's Crazy-Making Campus-Rape
Episode - The New...

"The Newsroom" 's Crazy-Making Campus-Rape Episode. By Emily
Nussbaum. Jeff Daniels, Sam Waterston, and Thomas Sadoski in "The
Newsroom."
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Our Team — END RAPE ON CAMPUS

End Rape on Campus (EROC) is a survivor advocacy organization
dedicated to ending sexual violence through survivor support, public
education, and policy and legislative reform.
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The Newsroom Tackles Campus Rape, and the
Results Are Horrifying

There was nothing good about Sunday's episode, but its level of
misguided self-regard almost made it must-see TV.
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ABC Family's Campus Rape Storyline Goes Where
Scripted...

Switched at Birth, which kicked off a multi-episode arc last night
about campusrape featuring one of its main characters, might just
be the bravest show on television.
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'The Hunting Ground': Why the Campus Rape
Epidemic...

"Rape is like a football game, Annie," a UNC administrator allegedly
told a student filing a rape report years ago. "If you look.
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Fraternities Lobby Against Campus Rape
Investigations - Bloomberg...

The political arm for fraternities and sororities, known as FratPAC, is
lobbying Congress to make it harder for colleges to investigate rape
allegations.
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Two Documentaries Spotlight Campus Rape

Campusrape has been a huge issue in our country that's finally
getting attention, and many schools have completely mishandled
their cases.
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Rape Myth Acceptance and Rape Attitudes in
Campus Hook-Up Culture

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE Rationale for the Chosen Literature 7 8
10 10 Rape Culture Rape Myths Feminist Theory Hook-up Culture
Campus and Rape 10 11 12 15 21 Hooking Up, Rape...
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Politician Proposes Radical New Idea To Prevent
Campus Rapes: 'Hot...

Second Amendment opponents are in an uproar after Nevada
Assemblywoman Michele Fiore proposed a radical new concept to
help curb the rise in rapes on college campuses.
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Why the campus rape doc 'The Hunting Ground'...

The movie makes the claim that rape is a problem for virtually all
campuses, but chancellors and administrations would rather stick
their heads in the sand and ignore the problem rather than taking
real...
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Rolling Stone's 'A Rape on Campus.' Notes and
comment...

"A Rape on Campus" did that, repeatedly. But the journalists
involved didn't realize what they were doing. Why not?
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Believing Victims Is the First Step to Stopping Rape -
NYTimes.com

The popular myth that women lie about rape doesn't just hurt the
survivors we accuse of lying. Justice and Fairness in CampusRape
Cases.
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As 'Missoula' Shines Spotlight on Campus Rape,
Women Share How...

There's been a fierce nationwide debate over this country's
campusrape crisis, as more victims come forward to share how they
felt the justice system failed them.
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